VINVENTIONS - FACTS & FIGURES

2.7 BILLION
NUMBER OF BOTTLES PROTECTED BY VINVENTIONS
Up from 2.5 billion closures in 2016

14% GLOBAL MARKET SHARE *
Second largest wine closure company worldwide

+800 MILLION
PLANTCORC™ CATEGORY
The fastest growing closure category in terms of absolute growth in units, adding +800 million units in sales worldwide – annualized

65% OF THE TOP - 20 US best-selling wines

86% OF THE TOP - 50 wineries worldwide

PEOPLE worldwide
47 INNOVATION PROFESSIONALS

PATENTS worldwide
90 GRANTED PATENTS

PRODUCT launches
30 PRODUCT LAUNCHES
in the past 10 YEARS

PUBLICATION and awards
13 MAJOR INNOVATION AWARDS WON

Vinventions market shares in strategic countries*

- 35% US
- 25% FRANCE
- 12% GERMANY
- 17% SPAIN
- 15% ITALY

* Including Alplast volumes

2018 Brand Portfolio Breakdown*
Those results demonstrate continued positive momentum from the consistent and rigorous execution of our growth strategy.

- 58% SYSTRIA
- 17% PLANTCORC™
- 4% V闭合

OVER 60 ICON AND AWARD-WINNING WINERIES

choose Vinventions to protect hundreds of 90+ POINT WINES WORLDWIDE

OVER 8,000 CUSTOMERS in over 50 COUNTRIES on 6 CONTINENTS

OVER 30 SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL PAPERS PUBLISHED in the past 10 YEARS

* Brand% breakdown are forecasted 2018 FY incl. Alplast annualized volumes

* Incl. Alplast, Sparkling 2018

* Including Alplast volumes

7 FACTORIES in Belgium, France, Germany, Argentina, South Africa, United States, China

7th WINE CLOSURE SOLUTION BRANDS closing every 7th BOTTLE WORLDWIDE

30% Granted patent rate, 21+ Innovation professionals